Jafo (ACTDJafo@host.acalltoduty.com) has joined the conversation.
Cory (~Cory@actdnet-61106.mia.bellsouth.net) has joined the conversation.
Host Gilles says:
::waves::
Cory says:
To many gavels ::runs and hides::
Gilles says:
I'm only a mentor... I don't need one of them gavel thingys
Cory says:
Yay Gilles!
Host Julie says:
Summary - When we last left the crew of the Paula Green, a Romulna War Bird has decloaked off the Starboard bow.  You are seconds away from Orbit around the IV planet of the THeta Eridani system
Host Julie says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<< Resume Mission  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CTO_Ryan says:
::Standing at the tactical station monitoring the warbird, fingers hovering over the "fire" button::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
All : Everyone.. Stay calm....
Host CO_Madred says:
::rises from his chair:: OPS: Full sensor scans...
CEO_Burke says:
::in ME coordinating emergency teams::
CNS_Lorehani says:
::Sitting in her chair on the bridge, staring intently at the screen::  Self:  not good...
OPS_Srelak says:
::steps out of the turbolift, and makes his way to the ops station, relieving the sit-in, seeing as he spent the last few hours working with people doing stuff that wasn't on the bridge::
FCO_Panthera says:
::sitting at the helm fingers hovering for evasive manuvers::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
OPS : Open a hailing frequency...
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::blinks and stares at the screen and looks at the Captain wondering what wil he do to the Romulans::
OPS_Srelak says:
::barely has time to sit in his chair:: XO: Aye, sir ::hits some buttons:: XO: Channel open.
Host CO_Madred says:
COM: Wardbird: This is Captain Madred of the Federation Starship Paula Greene ... to what do we owe this pleasure?
T`romal says:
@::on his bridge grumbling::  Self: Federation Cowards...
CEO_Burke says:
::opens a channel so he can hear wha is going on up there on the bridge::
CTO_Ryan says:
::Reads the analysis and history of the planet.  Looks up from her display:: CO/XO: About 220 years ago, massive cataclysm ravaged the entire planet.  There are aprox.  2500 Vulcan/Klingon hybrids.  There is technology below the ice about 1.2 km at its densest.  At is sparcest at the equitorial regions, it is 300 meters.
Host R_OPS_R`mart says:
T'romal:  Commander, the Federation dogs are hailing us.
T`romal says:
@COM: PG: This is the Romulan Vessel T'Mora, you are trespassing the secure zone of our territory... I suggest you leave immediately or face the consequences... ::frowns even deeper::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::turns back at the CTO and does the cut throat gesture:: CTO : Not now...
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::gets up to join the Captain::
CTO_Ryan says:
::Raises an eyebrow at the XO::
Host CO_Madred says:
::raises an eyebrow:: COM: Romulan: Romulan Commander, I'm afraid you're in error ... we've already verified our position as significantly within our own space.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::raises both eyebrows and stares at the screen then back at the Captain::
CNS_Lorehani says:
::Pulls her console towards her and searches the database for any information on T'romal.::
CTO_Ryan says:
::Turns her attention to the viewscreen::
CEO_Burke says:
::puts a senior engineer in command of ME and heads for the bridge::
Host CO_Madred says:
COM: Romulan: Perhaps your navigational equipment has been damaged. We'd be happy to offer our assistance in your repairs while we escort you back to Romulan space.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::looks at the CO, eyebrow raised::
FCO_Panthera says:
::watches the view screen fighting not to growl at what she sees...feels the tip of her tail twitching::
Host CO_Madred says:
::standing behind Panthera:: FCO: Hold position, Mister Panthera ... take no provocative action.
FCO_Panthera says:
::low gutteral growl:: CO: Aye sir.
CEO_Burke says:
::quietly arrives on the bridge and activates the Engineering position::
OPS_Srelak says:
::wonders if a scan of the vessel to attept to determine the status of their array would be acceptable::
T`romal says:
@COM: PG: There is nothing with our equipment Feddo... and if you want to keep insulting us with your poor diplomatic skills I suggest doing it somewhere else...now get your feddo vessel and gets out this region...
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::whispers to the CO:: CO : Can i try?
Host CO_Madred says:
COM: Romulan: Romulan Commander, perhaps our talks would be better served if you were to identify yourself. I've given you my name, perhaps you could give me yours.
CEO_Burke says:
::walks behind the CTO and whispers:: CTO: Pleasant, isn't he?
CNS_Lorehani says:
::Scanning various pictures of known Romulan Commanders hoping to come across a match.::
CTO_Ryan says:
::Whispers:: CEO: Yes, he must be having a bad hair day.  ::Glances at the XO::
Host CO_Madred says:
::turns to Amendoeira:: XO: Prepare your away team, I don't intend to allow this Romulan gentleman to delay our plans.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::nods:: CO : Very well...
Host CO_Madred says:
OPS: Hail the nearest Federation vessel and request they respond to our location to assist.
CEO_Burke says:
::tries hard to stiffle a laugh as he watches the battle of wills infront of him::
OPS_Srelak says:
CO: Aye, sir.  
OPS_Srelak says:
::attempts to locate the nearest vessel::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::moves to the TL:: CEO, CMO, CNS : Chief, Doctor,Counselor.. You're with me
CTO_Ryan says:
::Whispers:: CEO: Did you put that crate aside as I requested?  You know, the one with the weapon in it?  ::Looks hopefully to the CEO::
CNS_Lorehani says:
::Mutters:: Self:  No...., nope,  too short......  wrong sex......  too ugly.......  ::continues to scan.::
T`romal says:
@COM: PG: Why would I Feddo, you're in our safe zone and your pittyfull attempts at evading the point will not help you.. ::signals his CTO to load phasers and photon torpedo's and lock onto the Federation Dogs::
CEO_Burke says:
::smirks as he heads to the TL:: CTO: Of course, I was afraid of what might happen if I didn't.
CNS_Lorehani says:
::Looks up.::  XO:  Aye Sir...  ::Programs the console to beep and alet the Capt when a match is made.::
CTO_Ryan says:
CO/XO: The war bird has activated it's weapons systems, if I might interject a moment?
OPS_Srelak says:
::turns:: CO: Sir, the USS Montreal is responding, but it is five days away ::Raises an eyebrow:: We may expect no immediate assistance.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::turns and follows the XO to the turbolift::
Host CO_Madred says:
::grimaces:: COM: Romulan: Romulan Commander, I remind you that at present we are allies. I'm having my Counselor transmit a set of star chart to you. As you will plainly see, we are well within our territorial boundaries. You are free to remain and observe, but do not interfere with our mission. ::motions to the CNS::
CNS_Lorehani says:
::Gets up and moves to the TL.::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::as the entire AT is on the TL:: TL : Transporter Room 4
Host CO_Madred says:
::shakes head:: CTO: Shields ... power our own. ::retakes his seat::
CNS_Lorehani says:
::Hears the Capt and makes a slight detour.  At the nearest console, she transmits the starcharts as requested.::  CO:  Charts have been transmitted.  ::Hurries to catch up to the rest of the AT.::
CTO_Ryan says:
CO: Shields will be lowered when the AT is ready to transport, Sir.  All weapons are ready to fire at your command.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
*CO* : Sir.. Are we to go down to the surface by shuttle?
Host CO_Madred says:
::nods at Ryan:: CTO: Very well Mister Ryan...
Host CO_Madred says:
*XO*: No.......
T`romal says:
@COM: PG: Feddo, I seem to keep repeating myself here...you are tresspassing our territory as in your allies territory..  would a wake up call help...?
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
*CO* : You going to lower the shields for transport... Very well, sir..
Okies... CTO will fire the Torpedo's... you want me to actually do that in mission or you gonna do the direct action ?
OPS_Srelak says:
::is finding it nothing short of amusing that the Romulan commander insists on addressing them as 'Feddos'::
CEO_Burke says:
XO: Let's hope we don't meet with a unpleasant surprise down there.
Host CO_Madred says:
COM: Romulan: Romulan Commander, I assure you that if you fire on this vessel our response will be swift and complete. We are currently allies, do not make enemies of us.
CTO_Ryan says:
::Hears the COM from the XO to the CO and thinks: No, we're going to transport the AT THROUGH the shields....geesh...::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::remains quiet while the turbolift heads to the transporter room::
Host R_OPS_R`mart says:
ACTION:  A disrupter blast fires across the bow of the Paula Greene.
CNS_Lorehani says:
::Catches up.::  XO:  Sorry Sir,  Got side tracked.
CTO_Ryan says:
CO: Sir, they have opened fire across our bow!
T`romal says:
@COM: PG: You awake now, Feddo ?
OPS_Srelak says:
::notes the blast, and attempts to log all data on intensity, power, and direction::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::at the TR with the Away Team:: CNS : Nice to see you made it.. ::smiles::
FCO_Panthera says:
::fingers hover over the console...mutters about young upstarts trying to be all big and bad under her breath::
CTO_Ryan says:
::Waits for the signal from the XO to lower the shields::
CEO_Burke says:
::once they enter the TR, Kieran begins getting his gear together::
CNS_Lorehani says:
XO:  Capt caught me on the way out.  ::makes sure she is armed.::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::steps into the transporter pad::
Host CO_Madred says:
::frowns:: COM: Romulan: Romulan Commander... ::slowly:: ...you are being extremely foolhardy. I suggest you stand down immediately.
CNS_Lorehani says:
::Steps up onto the Transporter pad.::
T`romal says:
@::signals his CTO to prepare for a full set now::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::looks to each membver in turn, as they step onto the pad:: *CO* : Captain.. Away Team ready for trasnport...
OPS_Srelak says:
::prepares another map, this one with a blue blob showing the greene, a green blob showing the warbird, shades the background blue to show Federation space, adds a green line signifying the border, and contemplates another transmission::
CEO_Burke says:
Self:  Engineering kit, check.  Tricorder, check.  Phaser, check.  ::steps up on the padd::  ALL: Who brought the picnic basket?
Host CO_Madred says:
FCO: Prepare to break orbit...
FCO_Panthera says:
CO: Aye sir.
Host R_OPS_R`mart says:
T`romal:  Commander, incomming transmission.
Host CO_Madred says:
CTO: Advise Commander Amendoeira that he'll need to wait a moment...
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::waiting in the pad::
CTO_Ryan says:
CO: Aye, Sir.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
:;stares straight ahead contemplating the scenario::
T`romal says:
@::nods at OPS::  OPS: Let's hear it...
CTO_Ryan says:
*XO*: There will be a slight delay in transporting, Sir.
CEO_Burke says:
::shrugs and wonders why he got picked to go with the "no fun" group::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
*CTO* : Thank you, Ryan... I kinda figured there would be...
CEO_Burke says:
::leans against the back of the transporter::
CTO_Ryan says:
*XO*: Acknowledged, stand by.  ::Drums fingers on the tac console::
Host R_OPS_R`mart says:
@ T`romal:  Aye sir.
CNS_Lorehani says:
All:  I guess the Romulan Commander's answer was no.  ::Sighs and sits on the step of the transporter Pad.::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::mumbles something under his breath::
CEO_Burke says:
CNS: Do Romulan Commanders know any other answers?
Host CO_Madred says:
COM: Romulan: What will it be, Romulan Commander? Will we sit and stare at each other across space all day? Withdraw ... now.
CNS_Lorehani says:
CEO:  Nope, I think they break out in hives if they ever said yes.
Host R_OPS_R`mart says:
@T`romal:  Reinforcments will be on their way in 48 hours.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
All : Enough...
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::turns to Amendoeira and waits::
CEO_Burke says:
::chuckles.  Finally, a live one.  Starts to respond about the color of the hives when the XO cuts in.  Kieran sighs::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
CMO : Doctor.. THere will most likely be injured down there.. That is why i brought you along...
CTO_Ryan says:
::Readies the targeting scanner::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
CEO : Chief... I need you to inspect the equipment and find out every thing you can about what happened on the observation post...
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::nods:: XO: Of course Commander
CEO_Burke says:
::nods:: XO: Sure thing.
Host CO_Madred says:
::sits back:: All: It looks like our Romulan friend has decided that his bark is worse than his bite. CTO: No more delays ... commence transport immediately. FCO: Maintain orbit. OPS: Continue to try to nail down where our people are on the surface.
CTO_Ryan says:
CO: Aye, Sir.
T`romal says:
@::nods at OPS once more::  OPS: All Right, I want to assure a complete victory for the Romulan Empire...    ::turns to the viewscreen again::   COM: PG: We will meet again Feddo and you won't be so lucky then....  ::signals his FCO to recloak and break orbit::
CTO_Ryan says:
*XO*: Stand by for transport, Sir.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
CNS : Counselor... We are facing people that will most likely not understand what we are. I need you to... Make sense of them..
FCO_Panthera says:
CO: Aye sir. ::checks and maintains orbit::
OPS_Srelak says:
OPS: Aye, sir.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
*CTO* : Acknowledged..
Host R_OPS_R`mart says:
ACTION:  The Romulan War BIrd cloaks and dissappears from sensors.
CTO_Ryan says:
*XO*: Lowering shields....now....::Taps the console lowering the shields::
CEO_Burke says:
::stands up straight, ready for transport::
Host CO_Madred says:
::nods as he sees it cloak:: Self: That's better...
CTO_Ryan says:
OPS: Transport now, Lieutenant.
CNS_Lorehani says:
XO:  Aye Sir.
OPS_Srelak says:
::starts scanning for life signs; not, thankfully, singing about it::
FCO_Panthera says:
CO: But how far away are they going sir? ::watches the ship disappear::
OPS_Srelak says:
CTO: Energising. ::Energises::
Host CO_Madred says:
::shakes his head:: FCO: Not far enough...
Host R_OPS_R`mart says:
ACTION:  Away Team Transports to the surface.
FCO_Panthera says:
CO: I wouldn't think so...seemed like a young one out to make a name for himself to me. ::fights the urge to growl at the retreating ship that is no longer on screens::
CTO_Ryan says:
::Raises shields:: CO: Transport of AT confirmed.  Raising shields.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::looks around:: Everyone : Talk to me, people..
CNS_Lorehani says:
@::Materializes on the surface and quickly scans the area with her eyes.::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
@ ::looks around the planet's surface and shivers as he tighens the cloak around him::
CNS_Lorehani says:
@::Pulls out her tricorder::
Host CO_Madred says:
::crosses one leg over the other in the center chair:: FCO: Perhaps...
CEO_Burke says:
@ ::heads straight to the main computer of the blind and starts working::
Host CO_Madred says:
CTO: Let's maintain yellow alert ... no way of knowing when that Romulan Commander might return.
OPS_Srelak says:
::still scanning for people::
CNS_Lorehani says:
@XO:  Nobody here....  ::Kicks some rubble with her foot.::
FCO_Panthera says:
CO: Sorry sir...I tend to be a bit outspoken sometimes. ::turns attention back to the console watching the sensors::
CTO_Ryan says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Downgrades status to yellow alert::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
@ XO: Commander... I can confirm the life form readings from the ship... approximately 2500 lifesigns... a Vulcan or Romulan mix with Klingon DNA
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@CMO : In the immediate area?
Host CO_Madred says:
FCO: Nothing to be sorry about, Mister Panthera. So long as you're on my ship, continue to speak your mind.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@All : Which way to the Observation site?
Host CO_Madred says:
OPS: Any luck finding our missing scientists?
CEO_Burke says:
@ XO: Wow, lots of damage here.  Nothing I can't repair, but its going to take a while.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@CNS : Any sign of Federation personell?
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
@ ::blinks:: XO: Commander ?   I detect some kind of power source... approximately 2 km below the surface...::blinks:: I am not familiar with the energy type at all
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
@ XO: I believe there is a lifesign close to the power source but I am uncertain.
CEO_Burke says:
@ ::sets down his toolkit and gets to work.  Opens a panel underneath the computer and, getting down on the floor, starts the repairs::
FCO_Panthera says:
::goes about her work trying not to think about how much she dislikes the Romulans::
CTO_Ryan says:
::Grabs a rag and spray bottle from a locker and begins cleaning the tactical console::
CNS_Lorehani says:
@::Shakes head::  XO:  Not that I"m picking up... ::Taps her tricorder once again.::
Host CO_Madred says:
::glances at the forward Operations console:: OPS: Mister Srelak?
OPS_Srelak says:
CO: Scanning sir.. no luck yet.
OPS_Srelak says:
::frowns::
Host CO_Madred says:
::nods:: OPS: Keep working on it ... download Commander Tsalea's research, I believe she was close to a solution.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
@ XO: The nearest lifesigns are 4 km from our position except what I seem to have discovered below the surface.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::looks around the shambles:: *CO* : Captain... It's a mess down here... No PErsonnel in sight, no bodies either..
CNS_Lorehani says:
@CMO: tr'Rae, did you by chance scan the Romulan ship for any federation life signs, just in case they were picked up?  ::doubts it, but asks the question anyway.::
Host R_OPS_R`mart says:
ACTION:  CNS finds 9 dead bodies.
CEO_Burke says:
@ ::gets a small shock from one of the relays.  Kieran pulls his hand away quickly, shaking it like that would help the pain.  Then goes back in.::
OPS_Srelak says:
CO: I may have a new answer.... reading a life sign, four kilometres from the away team's location.  ::attempts to locate the commander's research::
Host CO_Madred says:
::nods:: *X*: Understood Commander ... expand your search and remain clandestine as best as possible.
CNS_Lorehani says:
@::Pulling back some rubble, jumps slightly back... and lets out a shriek.::  XO:  Sir! Over here.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
@ ::turns to Lorehani:: CNS: I am uncertain.. I have one lifesign... unknown from this distance.
Host CO_Madred says:
OPS: Keep on it, Mister Srelak. Let me know if you're able to identify the lifesigns as indigenous or not.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::goes over to the CNS:: *CO* : Correction... We found some dead bodies...
CNS_Lorehani says:
@::Scans the bodies in front of her.:: All:  They are dead...  ::looks to tr"rae for confirmation.::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@CMO : Doctor... Best guess to this person's cause of death..
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
@::nods and scans the bodies::
CEO_Burke says:
@ ::finished, stands and starts hooking up a remote battery to the computer::
CTO_Ryan says:
::Puts the rag and spray bottle away and continues monitoring the sensors::
Host CO_Madred says:
::leans forward:: *XO*: Are they our people?
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
@::frowns:: XO: Cause of death is not the same Commander...
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@*CO* : Afraid so, sir... We're working on identification as we speak..
OPS_Srelak says:
CO: The life sign outside the structure appears to be indiginous, sir.  It is not a member of the post's personnel.
FCO_Panthera says:
::continues monitoring her sensors and keeping the orbit stable::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
@ XO: Commander... the Vulcans ::points to the to bodies:: Were attacked after they were rendered unconsious ::frowns::
CNS_Lorehani says:
@XO:  There is one missing.  According to the reports there should be a Klingon also.
CNS_Lorehani says:
@::begins moving more rubble...::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::nods:: CNS : Alright...
CEO_Burke says:
@ ::sees the computer stir to life for a moment and then something sizzles out and the screen goes dark.  Swearing under his breath, he gets back at it.::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
@ XO: And the others.. died from synaptic shock...
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@CEO : Chief... Stay behind and see what you can get from the computers... If necessary, beam yourself and the equipment over to the PG We'll try to find this Klingon..
CEO_Burke says:
@ XO: Aye.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@CMO : Synaptic shock?
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@CMO : What would cause such a ashock?
CEO_Burke says:
@ ::replaces a set of newly fried isolinear chips::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
@XO: Cause is quite unknown... I have never seen something do this.... it seems like some type of disharge.
CNS_Lorehani says:
@::Continues to sort through the rubble, tossing the smaller stuff over her shoulder::
Host T`bor says:
ACTION:  The computer comes back online.
CEO_Burke says:
@ ::gets hit by a piece of rubble:: CNS: Hey, watch it there.  ::watches the rubble hit the computer and then it comes online::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::frowns:: CMO : We need more information than that.. Get back to the PG, and perform a proper autopsy...
CTO_Ryan says:
::Decides to repeat the info she tried to relay earlier::  CO: About 220 years ago, massive cataclysm ravaged the entire planet.  There are aprox.  2500 Vulcan/Klingon hybrids.  There is technology below the ice about 1.2 km at its densest.  At is sparcest at the equitorial regions, it is 300 meters.
CEO_Burke says:
@ ::stands and scratches his head::  Self:  Guess I should have just kicked it in the first place.
CNS_Lorehani says:
@CEO:  Ooops sorry....  Well at least you can say is thank you... my rubble fixed your computer.  ::Winks at him::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@CNS : Counselor... LEt's go Klingon hunting...
Host CO_Madred says:
::nods:: CTO: Understood, Mister Ryan ... are there any signs that technology is somehow being used?
CEO_Burke says:
@::grins, bowing in show::  CNS: Many thanks.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
@ ::nods:: XO: Ackowledged... I shall attempt to do so   *OPS_Srelak* Transport myself and 9 bodies directly to sickbay
CNS_Lorehani says:
@XO:  Feeling Brave Sir ?  ::chuckles under her breath.::
Host T`bor says:
ACTION:  CMO and bodies transport to ship.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@CMO : I guess it goes without saying.. We need more informationas soon as possible..
CEO_Burke says:
@ ::tries to find any visual logs the computer might have::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@CNS : We need to find him.. If he's alive..
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::starts moving off out of the duck blind::
OPS_Srelak says:
*CMO* We have them.  Paula Greene out.
CTO_Ryan says:
::Reads further:: CO: This report also indicates about 220 years ago, black hole passing perpendicular to the orbital plane of the planet at a distance of approximately 250 A.U. caused the orbital shift.  Enough to cause planet wide catcaclysms.  Slowly changing the planet from class M to class P.
CNS_Lorehani says:
@XO: Aye I agree, but if he is injured we need to proceed with caution...  Klingons are not known to be docile when injured.
CEO_Burke says:
@ ::finds something that looks like a birthday party - keeps searching::
Host T`bor says:
ACTION:  Native life signs with in 300 meteres of duck blind.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::turns to Nurse Taylor:: Nurse: Help me get these bodies in stasis... we have to perform some autopsies...
Host CO_Madred says:
OPS: What did the doctor say?
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::piles the bodies into stasis::
CNS_Lorehani says:
@::Sighs::  XO:  Ok, which way Sir ?
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@*CO* : Captain.. I might need Cmdr Ryan down here...
CTO_Ryan says:
CO: According to this report technology was used.....about 200-300 years ago, Sir.
Host CO_Madred says:
*XO*: What for, Commander?
Host CO_Madred says:
CTO: But there are no signs it's being used TODAY, right?
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
<Nurse_Taylor> ::helps the CMO put the bodies in the stasis chambers::
CEO_Burke says:
@ Computer:  Come on ol' girl, give me the last visual log before you were damaged.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@*CO* : We're going to try and find one of the scientists.. The only one that we didn't find a body for... And any help would be appreciated.. THE CEO is as we speak trying to retrieve information from the Duck blind computers..
Host T`bor says:
ACTION:  The XO begins to feel like his head is on fire.
CTO_Ryan says:
CO: Not that I can tell from this report, Sir.
CNS_Lorehani says:
@::Goes over and peers around the CEO and looks at what he is looking at.::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::puts a hand to his head, and lowers it:: All : Ungh...
Host CO_Madred says:
*XO*: I see ... she'll beam down immediately. ::nods to Commander Ryan:: *XO*: We need to find the remaining scientist and get you out of there as soon as possible, Commander. Make it snappy, I don't want the indigenous people finding you down there.
CNS_Lorehani says:
@::Turns quickly around.:: XO: Sir!  ::pulling out her med kit she goes over to him.::  XO:  What is wrong Sir?
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@ CNS : Head... Burning...
CEO_Burke says:
@ ::hearing the XO's cry, follows the CNS over::
CTO_Ryan says:
::Nods to the CO and motions over a relief officer.  Enters the turbolift:: TL: Transporter room one.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
 ::opens up the skull of the Vulcan and examines the brain matter::
CNS_Lorehani says:
@::Scans him with her tricorder.::
Host T`bor says:
ACTION:  The XO loses conciousness.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::closes his eyes, and tries a few meditation techniques to ease the pain::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::falls to the floor::
CTO_Ryan says:
::Tugs on her uniform and takes a deep breath while riding down to the transporter room.  Cracks her knuckles::
CNS_Lorehani says:
@*PG*:  Emergency Beamout, XO down!
CEO_Burke says:
@ CNS: Now that's not good.
Host CO_Madred says:
::stands up:: OPS; Beam them all directly to sickbay...
OPS_Srelak says:
::locks onto the away team:: CO: Aye, sir. ::beams the entire team directly to sickbay::
Host T`bor says:
ACTION:  The CNS sees 6 natives begin to move towards her.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::holds up the cerebellium to the light and examines it::
CNS_Lorehani says:
@CEO:  You get what you needed?  ::as she dematerializes::
OPS_Srelak says:
*CMO* Bridge to sickbay, incoming wounded from the planet.
Host CO_Madred says:
OPS: Did we get them all?
CTO_Ryan says:
::Exits the turbolift and jogs to transporter room one.  Waves to the transporter chief and then opens up a wall locker and pulls out a tactical bag.  Stuffs a phaser into her belt, tricorder, field rations, and then slings a phaser rifle over her shoulder before climbing onto the pad::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::looks up to the ceiling with the brain stem in hand:: *OPS* Ackowledged.
Host CO_Madred says:
*CTO*: Meet me in sickbay, immediately.
OPS_Srelak says:
::checks his console:: CO: Affirmative, sir.  The entire team was transported to sickbay.
Host CO_Madred says:
::heads for the turbolift:: FCO: Mister Panthera, you have the bridge...
FCO_Panthera says:
CO: Aye sir I have the bridge.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::puts down the body parts and goes and sterilizes his hands::
CEO_Burke says:
::materializes in Sickbay:: CNS: No, but hopefully I can link with the computer from here.
Host T`bor says:
ACTION:  XO materalizes in sickbay with the rest of the team.
CNS_Lorehani says:
CMO:  Doctor!  The XO has collapsed
CTO_Ryan says:
*CO*: Aye, Sir.  ::Scurries out of the transporter room, armed to the teeth and heads directly into a turbolift:: TL: Sickbay!  ::Holds her rifle::
Host CO_Madred says:
::steps into the turbolift:: TL: Sickbay...
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::heads to the XO medical tricorder in hand and scans the XO::
CNS_Lorehani says:
@CMO:  He said something about his head, I started scanning him then he collapsed.
CTO_Ryan says:
::Exits the turbolift and rushes into sickbay, phaser rifle at the ready::
CNS_Lorehani says:
::Looks down at the XO worriedly.::
CEO_Burke says:
::gets out of the way and helps himself to an unused Sickbay computer console, attempting to get the data off the duck blind computer.::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::frowns::
CTO_Ryan says:
All: What's going on?  ::Looks over at the unsconsious XO::
CNS_Lorehani says:
CTO:  He just collapsed Ma'am.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
CNS: I detect some type of telepathic overload... some type of attack I believe  ::frowns::
CNS_Lorehani says:
CMO:  Virus ?
CTO_Ryan says:
::Listens to the doctor:: CMO: Attach?
Host CO_Madred says:
::steps out of the turbolift on the right deck and heads for sickbay::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
CNS: Negative.... not a virus... a telpathic attack.....
Host CO_Madred says:
::steps through sickbay doors:: CMO: What's going on here?
CNS_Lorehani says:
CMO:  The Natives?
CTO_Ryan says:
::Slings her phaser rifle and steps aside to make room for the Captain::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
CNS: He was in contact with natives ?
Host CO_Madred says:
::listens to what they are talking about:::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::places telepathic inhibitors on the XO's forhead::
CNS_Lorehani says:
CMO:  No he wasn't, but as we were dematerializing I saw about 6 or 7 coming towards me...  Maybe it was them ?
CEO_Burke says:
::oddly, he gets a data file, research notes from one of the scientists::
Host T`bor says:
ACTION:  The XO begins to come around.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::blinks his eyes, and starts moving::
Host CO_Madred says:
::steps forward:: XO: Commander .... name! Rank!
CTO_Ryan says:
::Peeks in between all the people standing around the XO's biobed::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::grins:: CO : Tealk Amendoeira.. Rank... Captain?
CEO_Burke says:
*OPS*: I just got some odd infor on this system from the duck blind computer.  200 some years ago, a black hole passed through the system.  It caused an orbital shift for the planet changing it slowly from Class M to Class P.  Odd isn't it?
Host CO_Madred says:
::smiles:: All: Okay everyone ... let's clear out of here and give the Doctor a chance to work.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::injects the XO with a stimulant::
CEO_Burke says:
::as he keeps looking:: CO: Sir!  I have a log of the attack on the duck blind.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::tries to get up to sit, but his head is still hurting lie frell...::
CTO_Ryan says:
::Backs up and waits for orders.  Adjusts the tactical bag and rifle resting on her shoulder::
CNS_Lorehani says:
::Backs away from the biobed  and turns to look at the CEO.::
Host T`bor says:
ACTION:  An alarm goes off from the duck blind computer.
Host OPS_Srelak says:
::raises an eyebrow:: *CEO* Considering the extreme nature of impact, such an event does not seem entirely illogical.
Host T`bor says:
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